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Abstract
This paper deals with the spectrum of symmetrically reciprocal (SR) perturbations of
transitive matrices of nonzero complex entries. By introducing the so-called pseudo-circulant
matrices, the spectral decomposition of specific SR perturbations of n× n transitive matri-
ces and that of arbitrary 3 × 3 SR matrices are provided. Closed forms are given for all
eigenvalues and their associated eigenvectors of these SR matrices, also known as pairwise
comparison matrices (PCMs). To improve the evaluations at a given PCM, as well as the
priority ranking of the alternatives, these results are applied to the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) using positive SR matrices. Explicit intervals for the ranges of possible rank reversals
between the alternatives are established. The spectrum of certain SR perturbations of transitive
matrices with nonzero complex entries is also derived which can be applied in vehicle system
dynamics. Three application examples are included as well.
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1. Introduction
An n× n matrix A = [aij ] with positive entries is said to be symmetrically recip-
rocal (SR) if the entries satisfy aij aji = 1 for i /= j and aii = 1 for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Such matrices were introduced by Saaty [19] and are used in multiple-criteria deci-
sion problems. They are called pairwise comparison matrices (PCMs) in the analytic
hierarchy process (AHP). In the AHP, an entry aij represents the ratio given for
all possible pairs of n decision alternatives (n  3) that expresses the strength with
which decision alternative Ai dominates alternative Aj with respect to a given crite-
rion. Usually these PCMs are constructed by eliciting experts’ judgements. Then the
fundamental objective is to derive implicit weights (priority scores), w1, w2, . . . , wn,
and from this the priority ranking for the set of n alternatives according to relative
importance. Saaty claimed [20, p. 853] that the weights in the AHP framework
should be derived by determining the components of the (right) Perron-eigenvector
of A. (Then, the weights are usually normalized so that their sum is one.)
A more restrictive class of matrices is introduced in [11]. There an n× n positive
matrix B = [bij ] (that is, bij > 0 for all i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is said to be transitive
if bij bjk = bik , for i, j, k = 1, 2, . . . , n, and it is proven that a transitive matrix
is necessarily SR and has rank one. Let W = diag(w1, w2, . . . , wn) be a diagonal
matrix with the diagonal entries w1, w2, . . . , wn, and let the (column) vector from
Rn with elements w1, w2, . . . , wn, be denoted by w. Thus, W is a positive defi-
nite diagonal matrix if and only if w is an elementwise positive column vector. If
eT = [1 1 · · · 1] is a row vector of Rn, then any transitive matrix B can be
written in the form
B = W−1eeTW =
[
wj
wi
]
, i, j = 1, . . . , n. (1)
For positive PCMs the weights (and thus the priority ranking) of n alternatives may
be generated by using other approaches as well. In the preceding decades with the
help of a positive vector of weights w = [wj ], wj > 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, several au-
thors have advocated particular best ways for approximating a general (not transitive)
SR matrix A (see e.g. [1,2,14]). A method to generate a “best” transitive (rank one)
matrix B to approximate a general SR matrix A, where the “best” is assessed in
a least-squares (LS) sense, is presented in [8]. There it is shown that a common
procedure to find a positive vector of the weights can be done by minimizing the
expression
S2(w) = ‖A − B‖2F =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(
aij − wj
wi
)2
· (2)
(In minimand (2) the subscript F denotes the Frobenius norm.) Let w∗ = [w∗j ], w∗j >
0, j = 1, . . . , n, be a vector achieving the minimum in (2) that will be called a sta-
tionary vector. Without loss of generality we may assume that it is normalized so
that
∑
w∗−1j = 1, where the relative magnitudes of the elements w∗−1j determine
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the priority ranking of the decision alternatives. The solution of the above minimiza-
tion problem and sufficient conditions for the nonuniqueness of the solution w∗ are
discussed in [8,9].
In the AHP, the transitivity condition (which is called cardinal consistency in the
field of decision theory) is rarely, if ever, met in practice. Usually, sets of distinct
alternatives can be found for which aij ajk /= aik . Moreover, it is not uncommon to
observe an even stronger form of inconsistency, called ordinal inconsistency, when
aij  1 and ajk  1, but aik  1 for some i,j , k. If a positive SR matrix A is not
ordinally inconsistent, then it is called ordinally consistent (in this case for each i,j
and k, aij  1 and ajk  1 implies aik  1). To check for ordinal consistency see,
e.g., [13]. In his inaugural paper Saaty [19] proposed a simple measure for cardinal
consistency: µ = (λ0(A)− n)/(n− 1), where λ0(A) is the dominant eigenvalue of
A. The estimates of the ratios for the strength of the pairs of alternatives, that is the
entries of A, are accepted if µ 	 0.1. Otherwise the problem should be reconsidered
and the matrix A is to be revised [19]. Inconsistencies may arise, for example, if
the differences between the alternatives are small or the judgement is partly based
on guessing. A major point here, which, regrettably, has received scant attention so
far, is that the pairs of alternatives are often not randomly assigned to the respondents
throughout the data elicitation process (typically, first alternativeA1 is related to each
of the other alternatives, then alternative A2 is compared to each of the remaining
others, and so on). This way input data and thus the weights are often autocorrelated.
This fact may seriously affect the level of inconsistency of the SR matrix, which
ultimately may lead to one of the most controversial aspects of the AHP, namely a
reversal of the alternatives in the final ranking. This issue has attracted considerable
attention in the field of linear algebra, viz. the behavior of the spectrum of certain SR
perturbations of transitive matrices [3,5,11], and, as an alternative approach to the
Perron-eigenvector, in the subject of max-algebra to generate the max-eigenvector
[7].
As it was pointed out in [13], the respondents tend to provide larger ratio esti-
mates for the strength of the pairs of alternatives which will be adjoining in the final
ranking, than they actually would have desired. In addition, the ratio estimates of
those alternatives which will be farthest from each other usually receive lower values.
Such over- and under-estimations of the ratios, beyond the problems of the greater
inconsistency of A, result in usually larger distances of the adjoining alternatives
than it were expected if these ratios are correctly judged.
In general, the lack of consistency implies that the entries aij of A are subject
to error. Not surprisingly, therefore, a major unresolved question in this problem
area is the proper estimation of the weights wj . Saaty already discussed this issue
in his seminal paper. He suggested that any error structure in the AHP be expressed
in a multiplicative form [19, p. 238]. Most recently, the following model has been
proposed [12]:
aij = wj
wi
exp{σδij }, i, j = 1, . . . , n, (3)
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where δii = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n, and δij = −δji is a random variable with unit
variance. In (3), σ > 0 represents the common standard deviation of the exponent
σδij in the perturbation. When σ = 0, then obviously (3) conforms with perfect
consistency.
In this paper, utilizing the structure of model (3), a different argument is pro-
posed in which the objective is the construction of an SR matrix Aˆ approximating
A. The process is as follows. First, perfect consistency is achieved by generating
the “best” transitive (rank one) approximation matrix B to A, by using authors’ LS
optimization method [8]. Although this procedure leads to perfect consistency, the
correspondence of its optimal weights w∗ −1j to reality may be poor. Therefore, as
the second step, a monotonic transformation of the weights (increase or decrease) of
the alternatives is performed by a developed multiplicative type exponential model,
yielding the matrix Aˆ. Thereby, however, the transitivity of B is lost. Yet by adjusting
the parameters of this model appropriately, Aˆ can be obtained at an acceptable level
of inconsistency.
Transitive matrices occur in other fields of interest as well [10]. In vehicle dynam-
ics, where they have nonzero complex entries, the disturbances of such matrices
called input spectral density matrices (SDMs) violating the transitivity condition are
of special relevance to practice. However, the SR property of the perturbed SDMs is
preserved. Data perturbations of these transitive matrices usually depend on a com-
plex parameter.
In this work we develop a new approach to determine the spectrum (all eigen-
values and their associated eigenvectors) of certain SR perturbations of transitive
matrices in explicit form. It will be shown that by introducing the so-called pseudo-
circulant matrices a general discussion of this problem is possible.
In Section 2, a generalized class of circulant matrices called pseudo-circulant
matrices is introduced and their spectral decomposition is presented. In Section 3,
an exponential model is introduced. With this model, the spectrum of some multipli-
cative monotonic SR perturbations of transitive matrices is provided. Here it is shown
that such an SR matrix can be expressed as the polynomial of a primitive pseudo-
circulant matrix. For these matrices with nonzero complex entries closed forms are
derived for all eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors. The spectral decomposition
of an arbitrary 3×3 positive SR matrix is also provided. In Section 4, three appli-
cations of our developments are presented. In Section 4.1, the results are applied to
determine the Perron-eigenvector for a 7×7 positive SR matrix. This is done in an ex-
plicit form. Here the sensitivity of our model to the changes of its parameters is also
discussed. In Section 4.2, by a numerical example, exact intervals for occurrences
of a rank reversal of the alternatives for a 3×3 positive SR matrix are established.
These latter issues are of interest in the AHP. In Section 4.3, the eigenvalue of the
largest modulus of a perturbed input spectral density matrix of size 4×4 with nonzero
complex entries is determined in an explicit form. This problem occurs in vehicle
dynamics where the SR matrices are Hermitian.
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2. Pseudo-circulant matrices and their spectral decomposition
Let ej denote the j th unit (column) vector of Rn, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. The special
n× n permutation matrix
C = [en e1 e2 · · · en−1], (4)
that is a primitive circulant matrix with first row [0,1,0,. . .,0] has already appeared in
classical determinant theory (see e.g. [17]). It is also well-known that any circulant
determined by its first row [c0, c1, c2, . . . , cn−1] can be expressed as the polynomial
Pn(C) =
n−1∑
v=0
cvCv· (5)
Denoting the nth roots of unity by εkn = exp{i 2kπn }, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, the
eigenvalues λk(C) and the entries of the unitary modal matrix U = [upk] are
λk = εkn, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 and (6)
upk = 1√
n
ε
pk
n , p, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.
With (6) the primitive circulant matrix (4) can be expressed as
C = U〈λk〉UH, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1,
where 〈λk〉 denotes the diagonal matrix (this notation will be used in the follow-
ing): 〈λk〉 = diag(λ0, λ1, . . . , λn−1) and the superscript H of U indicates conjugate
transpose. We now extend the notion of circulants to pseudo-circulants.
Definition 1. Let φ = ϕ + iψ denote an arbitrary complex number. An n× n mat-
rix of the form
 = [(expφ)en e1 e2 · · · en−1] (7)
is called a primitive pseudo-circulant matrix.
It can be shown that the powers of  in (7) are
h = [(expφ)en+1−h · · · (expφ)en e1 e2 · · · en−h], h = 1, . . . , n,
where n = (expφ)In. Here In denotes the identity matrix of order n.
Remark 1. By Definition 1 direct correspondence can be established between the
primitive pseudo-circulant matrix and some “generalized” primitive circulants.
Notice that
(i) if ϕ = 0 and ψ = 0 then (7) corresponds to the primitive circulant matrix (4);
(ii) if ϕ = 0 and ψ = π then (7) corresponds to the primitive skew-circulant matrix
(see [4, p. 83]);
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(iii) if ϕ = 0 and ψ /= 0 and ψ /= π then (7) corresponds to the class of the so-called
{k}-circulant matrices (see [4, p. 84]), where |k| = |φ| = 1 (see the application
in 4.3);
(iv) if ϕ /= 0 and ψ = 0 then (7) describes a pure real primitive pseudo-circulant
matrix (see the applications in 4.1 and 4.2).
Similarly to (5), it is convenient to define the pseudo-circulant matrices in poly-
nomial form.
Definition 2. Let φ = ϕ + iψ denote an arbitrary complex number. An n× n mat-
rix of the form of
Pn() =
n−1∑
v=0
cv
v = [tpq ], (8)
where
tpq =
{
cq−p′ if q − p  0,
(expφ)cn+q−p′ if q − p < 0, p, q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1
is called a pseudo-circulant matrix.
As in [15], if both A and B are n× n matrices, then the matrix H = A ◦ B =
[apqbpq ] is said to be the Hadamard product of A and B. The following lemma
asserts that the Hadamard product implies that the eigenvalues of the matrices A and
H are the same if the matrix B is transitive. This fact provides a convenient way to
develop the spectral decomposition of pseudo-circulant matrices.
Lemma 1. Let A = [apq ] be an arbitrary n× nmatrix with nonzero complex entries
and let B = [bpq ] be a transitive n× n matrix with nonzero complex entries, where
p,q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1. Then the Hadamard product A ◦ B has the same spectrum
as A.
Proof. Since any transitive matrix B is a rank one matrix [cf. Proposition 1 in [11,
p. 424], i.e., B = [ 1
bp
bq ], the Hadamard product becomes
A ◦ B =
〈
1
bp
〉
A〈bq〉, p, q = 0, 1.2. . . . n− 1, (9)
where 〈b−1p 〉 and 〈bq〉 are diagonal matrices. From (9) it is obvious that A is similar
to A ◦ B, and hence the eigenvalues of the matrix A are the same as those of A ◦ B.
This completes the proof. 
In the sequel it will be convenient to use the auxiliary variable s2 in place of expφ
in (7), thus
s2 = expφ (φ /= 0). (10)
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By substituting (10) into (7) we obtain (showing the explicit dependence on s)
(s) = [s2en e1 e2 · · · en−1]. (11)
With the appropriate transitive matrix
R =
[
1
s
2
n
p
s
2
n
q
]
, p, q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1,
the Hadamard product
(s) ◦ R =
〈
1
s
2
n
p
〉
(s)
〈
s
2
n
q
〉
= s 2n C, p, q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 (12)
is obtained. By (6), the spectral decomposition of (s) yields
(s) =
〈
s
2
n
p
〉
U
[
s
2
n εkn
]
UH
〈
1
s
2
n
q
〉
, p, q, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, (13)
implying the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The eigenvalues λk() of the primitive pseudo-circulant matrix (7)
and the entries of the modal matrix V = [vpk] are
λk() = s 2n εkn = exp
{
φk
n
}
εkn, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, and
(14)
vpk = 1√
n
s
2
n
pε
pk
n = 1√
n
exp
{
p
φk
n
}
ε
pk
n , p, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1,
where exp{φk
n
} = exp{(ϕ
n
)+ i(ψ+2kπ
n
)}, k = 0, 1, 2 . . . , n− 1.
3. The spectrum of SR perturbations of transitive matrices
In this section a nonlinear model of a multiplicative perturbation will be developed
in order to circumvent or at least to moderate the difficulties in the AHP discussed in
Section 1. Our strategy aims at improving the consistency of a given PCM, and, addi-
tionally, the priority scores of the alternatives. Suppose that A is ordinally consistent.
In the first move, by utilizing the optimization technique [8], the “best” transitive
(rank one) approximation matrix B to A is generated. Now B has perfect consistency,
yet the correspondence of the ratio-scaled priority scores (weights) to reality may be
poor. Next, the columns (and the rows) of B, i.e., the elements of the stationary
vector of weights `w∗, are rearranged such that they will be in descending order with
respect to their magnitudes. This rearranged stationary vector of the weights `w∗
represents the priority ranking of the alternatives for a consistent case. The gener-
ated rank one matrix that corresponds to `w∗ is denoted by `B. In the second move,
these weights `w∗q , q = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, belonging to the particular alternatives, are
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subject to a monotonic transformation by an exponential function (a multiplicative
type perturbation). In this way, although the order of the alternatives as well as the SR
property of the matrix `B are preserved, its transitivity is lost. Therefore, the resulting
matrix Aˆ, to be defined by (15), will be inconsistent. Appropriate settings of the
model parameters ensue flexible adjustments for both the direction and the strength
of the transformation of the weights `w∗q , i.e. the priority ranking, of the alternatives.
Thus, this transformation of the weights as well as the degree of inconsistency of the
resulting SR matrix Aˆ can be controlled. A remarkable advantage of this model is
that the spectrum of Aˆ can be determined in an explicit form. As it will be shown,
this facilitates its application to practical problems (e.g., for the AHP, see Sections
4.1 and 4.2, and for a problem in vehicle dynamics, see Section 4.3.).
For the AHP, our objective is to find an n× n positive SR matrix Aˆ = [aˆpq ]. In
accordance with the above assumptions, the formal statement of the model of the
perturbation is [cf. (3)]
aˆpq =
w`∗q
w`∗p
exp{αδpq}, p, q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, (15)
where
(i) The w`∗ −1q are the inverses of the optimal values of the weights (the solu-
tion to the LS minimization problem (2)) arranged in descending order with respect
to their magnitudes, that is, w`∗ −10  w`
∗ −1
1  · · ·  w`∗ −1n−1 . The generated matrix
B` = [ w`∗q/ w`∗p] is the ‘best’ transitive (rank one) approximation to A` = [ a`pq ] in a
least-squares sense, where `A is obtained from A by rearranging its columns (and
rows) according to the magnitudes of the initial Perron-eigenvector components wp0
in order to get the components w`p0 which are in a descending array.
(ii) The δpq , p, q = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, are the entries of the n× n matrix of pertur-
bations  = [δpq ] and represent a monotonic perturbation with the notation
δpq =

−(m− q + p) for q − p > 0,
m+ q − p for q − p < 0, p, q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1,
0 for q = p,
(16)
where parameter m  1 is an arbitrary positive integer of adjusting w`∗ = [ w`∗q ], q =
0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, for the direction and for the intensity of a transformation of the
weights (i.e. the priority ranking) of the alternatives. The properties of the exponen-
tial function with the chosen values for m in (15) and (16), i.e. the data perturbation
of the transitive matrix `B, affect the magnitude of the components of the Perron-
eigenvector (modified weights) of the resulting matrix Aˆ (and of `A). If n > 2m,
then each possible pairwise ratio of the modified weights increases as compared to
the corresponding ratios that can be formed from w`∗. As a result, the alternatives
in the priority ranking are getting farther from each other. Therefore, we will call
this transformation of the weights w`∗q (priority ranking) stretching. If n < 2m, then
each possible pairwise ratio of the modified weights decreases as compared to the
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corresponding ratios that can be formed from w`∗. As a result, the alternatives in the
priority ranking are getting closer to each other. Therefore, we will call this trans-
formation of the weights w`∗q (priority ranking) shrinking. If n = 2m, then the model
(15) leaves the weights w`∗ −1q unchanged. This latter case may only occur if n is
even.
(iii) The scalar α is the factor of magnification. Proper settings for α are 0 <
α  1 in the AHP. The choice for α determines the strength of the transformation
for adjusting the magnitude of the weights of the alternatives. A greater value of
α, however, results in the rise of inconsistency of matrix Aˆ and in a larger rate of
increase of the pairwise ratios. A smaller value of α is applicable to investigate the
sensitivity of the Perron-eigenvector of a transitive matrix subject to slight or moder-
ate SR perturbations. It should be noted that the interpretation of α can be different in
other applications, e.g. the values of α may assume imaginary numbers (see Section
4.3).
It is apparent from (16) that the matrix  can be written as the sum of two matrices
as follows
 = −m[sign (q − p)] + [q − p], p, q = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, (17)
and hence
exp{δpqα} = exp{−m sign (q − p)α} exp {(q − p)α}. (18)
Substituting (18) into (15), we get
Aˆ =
[
w`∗q
w`∗p
]
◦
[
exp{qα}
exp{pα}
]
◦ exp{−m sign (q − p)α} = B` ◦ Z ◦ S,
p, q = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, (19)
where
B` =
[
w`∗q
w`∗p
]
and Z = [zpq ] =
[
exp{qα}
exp{pα}
]
are transitive and S = [s−sign (q−p)], with s = exp{mα}. To decompose S, notice
that it can be written as a polynomial of the primitive pseudo-circulant matrix (s)
defined by (11). Thus we may write that
S = In + 1
s
n−1∑
v=1
v(s). (20)
Observe that the spectral decomposition of Aˆ can be traced back to the spectral
decomposition of S by Lemma 1. For this, Proposition 1 is applied. With the
eigenvalues λk(), the eigenvalues λk(S) can be obtained as
λk(S) = 1 + 1
s
λk()− λk(n)
1 − λk() , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1,
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where, according to the condition for φ in (10), λk() /= 1. Namely, in the trivial
case of φ = 0, i.e. whenever s2 = 1 in (10), then, by (4) (s) = C and from (20)
S = eeT. Thus, by (19), in this trivial case Aˆ = B`. By substituting (10) algebraic
manipulations yield
λk(S) = 1 −
exp
{
−α 2m−12 + i k2 πm
}
− exp
{
α 2m−12 − i k2 πm
}
exp
{
α
2 + i k2 πm
}− exp {α2 − i k2 πm}
k = 0, 1, 2, . . . n− 1. (21)
Recognize that the Hadamard product B` ◦ Z in (19) is also transitive. Hence by
Lemma 1 and Proposition 1, the spectral decomposition of Aˆ is readily obtained
as
Aˆ =
〈
1
w`∗p exp{pα}
〉 〈
exp
{
2
n
pmα
}〉 [
1√
n
ε
pk
n
]
×〈λk(S)〉
[
1√
n
ε
−qk
n
] 〈
1
exp
{
2
n
qmα
}〉 〈 w`∗q exp{qα}〉, (22)
where p,q,k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.
Using (14), (19), (21) and (22), with s = exp{mα}, a direct computation produces
the next result:
Proposition 2. The eigenvalues λk(Aˆ) of matrix Aˆ defined by (15) (being equal to
the eigenvalues λk(S) of the pseudo-circulant matrix (20)) and the entries of the
modal matrix Y = [ypk] of Aˆ are
λk(Aˆ) = λk(S) = 1 +
sinh
[
m(n−1)
n
α − i kπ
n
]
sinh
[
m
n
α + i kπ
n
] , k = 0, 1, 2 . . . , n− 1, and
(23)
ypk = 1
w`∗p
√
n
ε
pk
n exp
{
2m− n
n
pα
}
, p, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.
From (23) it is easy to see that the elements yp0 of the Perron-eigenvector yT0 =
[y00, y10, . . . , yn−1,0] associated to λ0(Aˆ) are
yp0 = 1
w`∗p
√
n
exp
{
2m− n
n
pα
}
, p = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1. (24)
Proposition 2 enables us to develop the spectral decomposition of an arbitrary 3 × 3
SR matrix with positive entries. Such an SR matrix may occur in the AHP, as the
least sized PCM, i.e. when n = 3. Without loss of generality we may write
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A3 =
1 a 1c1
a
1 b
c 1
b
1
 . (25)
Performing a similarity transformation with the diagonal matrix D3 = 〈a 1 1/b〉
we obtain
A˜3 = D−13 A3D3 =
 1 1 1abc1 1 1
abc 1 1
 (26)
Note that A˜3 is a pseudo-circulant matrix. Defining α as exp{−α} = abc in (19) with
n = 3 and m = 1, we obtain that A˜3 = Z3 ◦ S3 in (19), and if w`∗0 = a, w`∗1 = 1 and
w`∗2 = 1/b, then A3 can be rewritten in the form of (15); hence its spectral decompo-
sition can be developed by Proposition 2 when one substitutes n = 3 and m = 1 into
the formulas of the spectrum (23). Thus, the eigenvalues of A3 are
λ0(A3) = 1 + 2cosh 13α, and (27)
λ1,2(A3) = 1 +
coshα + 2 cosh 13α ∓ i
√
3 sinhα
sinh2 13α + 3 cosh2 13α
,
and the eigenvectors yk associated to λk(A3) appear in the columns of the modal
matrix Y3 of A3
Y3 = a√
3

1 1 1
3
√
bc
a2
3
√
bc
a2
(
− 12 + i
√
3
2
)
3
√
bc
a2
(
− 12 − i
√
3
2
)
3
√
c2
ab
3
√
c2
ab
(
− 12 − i
√
3
2
)
3
√
c2
ab
(
− 12 + i
√
3
2
)
 . (28)
From (27) it is apparent that the dominant eigenvalue of A3 has the form
λ0(A3) = 1 + 3
√
abc + 13√
abc
(29)
and the first column of the modal matrix (28) is the Perron-eigenvector y0 of A3,
viz.
yT0 =
a√
3
[
1 3
√
bc
a2
3
√
c2
ab
]
. (30)
In the special case when abc = 1, i.e.,when α = 0, the 3 × 3 SR matrix A3 becomes
transitive with eigenvalues λ0 = 3, λ1 = λ2 = 0.
In the next proposition intervals are established for all possible occurrences of
rank reversals between each pair of alternatives for arbitrary SR perturbations of
3×3 transitive matrices with positive entries.
Proposition 3. Let A3 be a 3 × 3 positive SR matrix in the form of (25). If any of the
numbers a, b, c is the geometric mean of the other two, then a rank reversal occurs
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between the alternatives whose corresponding Perron-eigenvector components are
equal in (30).
Proof. Since in the AHP the priority ranking (i.e. the order of the alternatives) is
given by the corresponding elements of the Perron-eigenvector of matrix A, (30)
implies that
(i) if a2 = bc, then rank reversal occurs between alternatives A1 and A2;
(ii) if b2 = ac, then rank reversal occurs between alternatives A2 and A3;
(iii) if c2 = ab, then rank reversal occurs between alternatives A1 and A3.
(31)
This completes the proof. 
Conditions (31) involve that
(i) may occur if b < a < c or b > a > c;
(ii) may occur if a < b < c or a > b > c;
(iii) may occur if a < c < b or a > c > b.
Suppose now that the transitive matrix B3, which “corresponds to” A3 is known.
To indicate that B3 has lost its transitivity, we introduce a multiplicative SR pertur-
bation δ /= 1, such that a = δ/bc, where b, c, δ are positive numbers. Obviously, if
δ = 1, then A3 becomes a transitive matrix. With this notation the SR matrix is given
in the form
A3 =
 1 δbc 1cbc
δ
1 b
c 1
b
1
 . (32)
Consider now case (i) in Proposition 3. According to (i) in (31) a rank reversal occurs
between the alternatives A1 and A2 if a2 = bc. Hence, for the perturbation δR eval-
uated at the upper bound of the interval of this reversal of the ranking, we have
δ2R
b2c2
= bc, where from δR =
√
b3c3 = aRbc. (33)
(Note that in this case the entry a can directly be calculated as aR =
√
bc.) For the
other possible cases of rank reversals the same technique can be applied.
4. Applications
In this section three different applications of our results are given together with
some numerical examples for illustration purposes.
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4.1. Application to the AHP
In the seminal paper of Saaty [19], an analysis was presented about the problem of
measuring the world influence of nations. There, with respect to five factors: human
resources, wealth, trade, technology and military power, a group of people estimated
the wealth of seven countries: the United States, the USSR, China, France, the United
Kingdom, Japan and West Germany. The 7×7 response matrix was obtained as
(where items 1–7 correspond to the countries [19, p. 255]):
A7 =

1 4 9 6 6 5 5
1/4 1 7 5 5 3 4
1/9 1/7 1 1/5 1/5 1/7 1/5
1/6 1/5 5 1 1 1/3 1/3
1/6 1/5 5 1 1 1/3 1/3
1/5 1/3 7 3 3 1 2
1/5 1/4 5 3 3 1/2 1

. (34)
Compare the computed (normalized) components of the Perron-eigenvector corre-
sponding to A7 with the actual GNP fraction in Table 1 (the data are from a Statistical
Yearbook [16, p. 117] and are related to the year 1977 when this wealth analysis took
place). Note that in this problem the eigenvector components were getting rather
close to the actual GNP values. The true values for the studied problem, however,
are rarely known in advance in practice.
Although A7 is ordinally consistent, there is a tie between France and the UK
(their eigenvector components are equal). The largest eigenvalue of matrix A7 is:
λ0(A7) = 7.608 and the cardinal consistency measure is: µ = 0.1013. As the degree
of inconsistency of matrix A7 exceeds the recommended threshold (µ∼= 0.10) it
seems reasonable to change the original weights wp0. First, the LS optimization
method [8] is applied. The ‘best’ transitive (rank one) approximation matrix, B7 to
A7 can be constructed by the vector of the weights w∗−1. This (normalized) vector
yields
w∗(−1)T = [0.3318, 0.2487, 0.0311, 0.0569, 0.0569, 0.1721, 0.1025].
The error of this approximation process is S = 6.8235 (the square root of (2)). To
test for autocorrelated error terms we must generate an array of the optimal weights
Table 1
Eigenvector components Fraction of GNP total
US 0.4271 0.3988
USSR 0.2303 0.2501
China 0.0208 0.0201
France 0.0524 0.0496
UK 0.0524 0.0448
Japan 0.1227 0.1487
West Germany 0.0943 0.0879
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(corresponding to the particular alternatives) where they are arranged in a descending
order. By using an appropriate 7×7 permutation matrix P, the (normalized) vector
of the rearranged weights w`∗−1, in a monotone decreasing order, i.e. the priority
ranking of the alternatives, is
w`∗(−1)T = [0.3318, 0.2487, 0.1721, 0.1025, 0.0569, 0.0569, 0.0311].
The input data, and thus the derived weights as well, are positively autocorrelated; by
a standard application of the Durbin–Watson statistic (e.g. see in [18, p. 796]) their
independence is rejected at confidence level 0.95. Thus there is evidence that the high
degree of inconsistency of A7 is due to the fact that the particular ratio estimates in
A7 are dependent on the others. This usually implies that the front elements of the
weights in the resulting ranking are expected to be greater, and the ones at the rear
are expected to be smaller than those desired. (The ratios for the pairs of weights
representing the adjoining alternatives in the ranking will appear in the first super-
and sub-diagonals of B`7 whereas those which are ‘farthest’ from each other will
be located at the NE and SW corners of B`7.) It may happen, however, that the
respondent will not be satisfied with this outcome, in which case the adjustments
of these weights w`∗−1q are needed. To improve the ratio-scaled estimates for the
priority scores, apply now the model (15) to B`7 and through a relaxation find Aˆ7.
Table 2 provides an illustration of this adjustment process.
Next we study the changes in the components of the Perron-eigenvector (24),
i.e., the changes in the initial priority ranking w`∗−1, in terms of direction and mag-
nitude (strength) which are functions of the model parameters, m and α, respec-
tively. Numerical results in Table 2 demonstrate well that due to the properties of the
exponential function (15),
(a) if n>2m, then the model (15) performs a stretching transformation of the weights
of the initial priority ranking (see columns for m = 1 and m = 3 in Table 2),
(b) if n < 2m, then the model (15) performs a shrinking transformation of the
weights of the initial priority ranking (see columns for m = 5 in Table 2).
Numerical experiments with PCMs of different size have shown that in case of a
stretching the eigenvector components are shifted outward-bound from the ‘center of
gravity’ of the set of elements of w`∗−1q while in case of a shrinking these components
are shifted inward-bound to the ‘center of gravity’ of the set of elements of w`∗−1q
One can check numerically from Table 2 that the ‘center of gravity’ is between the
second and the third elements, y10 and y20 of the Perron-eigenvector of Aˆ7 for all val-
ues of α and m. Future research will include further study to give an exact definition
of the term ‘center of gravity’and its relationship to the parameters of model (15).
Table 2 also shows that if the factor of magnification α increases, then the con-
sistency of the matrix Aˆ7 declines. Note that the rate of increase of inconsistency
is remarkably greater for matrices whose corresponding weights have been subject
to a shrinking (see the associated values of α in Table 2). This fact may strengthen
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Table 2
Factor Country Eigenvector components
m = 1 m = 3 m = 5
α = 0.05 0(Aˆ7) = 7.0018 0(Aˆ7) = 7.0160 0(Aˆ7) = 7.0451
 = 0.0003  = 0.0027  = 0.075
USA y00 = 0.3506 y00 = 0.3355 y00 = 0.3203
USSR y10 = 0.2537 y10 = 0.2498 y10 = 0.2454
Japan y20 = 0.1693 y20 = 0.1716 y20 = 0.1735
West Germ y30 = 0.0973 y30 = 0.1014 y30 = 0.1055
France y40 = 0.0522 y40 = 0.0559 y40 = 0.0599
UK y50 = 0.0504 y50 = 0.0559 y50 = 0.0612
China Y60 = 0.0265 y60 = 0.0301 Y60 = 0.0342
α = 0.20 0(Aˆ7) = 7.0287 0(Aˆ7) = 7.2610 0(Aˆ7) = 7.6082
 = 0.0048  = 0.0435  = 0.1014
USA y00 = 0.4062 y00 = 0.3468 y00 = 0.2913
USSR y10 = 0.2640 y10 = 0.2527 y10 = 0.2324
Japan y20 = 0.1583 y20 = 0.1699 y20 = 0.1751
West Germ y30 = 0.0817 y30 = 0.0983 y30 = 0.1135
France y40 = 0.0394 y40 = 0.0531 y40 = 0.0687
UK y50 = 0.0341 Y50 = 0.0516 Y50 = 0.0750
China Y60 = 0.0162 Y60 = 0.0274 Y60 = 0.0441
α = 0.50 0(Aˆ7) = 7.1801 0(Aˆ7) = 8.7404 0(Aˆ7) = 12.5864
 = 0.0300  = 0.2901  = 0.9311
USA y00 = 0.5089 y00 = 0.3693 y00 = 0.2165
USSR y10 = 0.2669 y10 = 0.2579 y10 = 0.2008
Japan y20 = 0.1292 y20 = 0.1661 y20 = 0.1809
West Germ y30 = 0.0538 y30 = 0.0921 y30 = 0.1298
France y40 = 0.0209 y40 = 0.0476 y40 = 0.0891
UK y50 = 0.0146 y50 = 0.0444 y50 = 0.1101
China y60 = 0.0056 y60 = 0.0226 y60 = 0.0729
the conjecture about the actual direction of the biases in the original estimates in
A7. Moreover, it indicates the required direction of adjustment of the priority scores
in the priority ranking. Our experimental results shown in Table 2 help in finding
an acceptable estimate of Aˆ7. Here, one would perform a stretching transformation
by selecting m = 1 and α = 0.20, since with these parameter values, a very good
conformance to the actual GNP fractions shown in Table 1 can be achieved. We must
stress, however, that in the majority of AHP applications this choice is of subjective
nature, and at the moment we are unable to give further guidance about the choice of
the parameters.
Finally, it is interesting to note that the tie in the original priority ranking has been
held off (as a consequence of this model of perturbation either France or the UK
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UK seems to precede the other). Such a new order for them is, however, arbitrary
and indicates a disadvantage of this procedure. The resolution of this question (i.e.
to restore the original tie or to accept the new order) may be left to the practitioners.
4.2. Application to the rank reversal problem of the AHP
Consider the following numerical example involving data from a 3× 3 positive
SR matrix A3, whose elements are defined by (32). This response matrix is
A3 =
 1 √2/2 62/√2 1 3
1/6 1/3 1
 . (35)
In (35), a = δ/bc = √2/2 = 0.7071, b = 3 and 1/c = 6. Suppose, first, that the
matrix A3 is transitive (i.e. δ = 1). Then the priority ranking of the alternatives is:
A1 > A2 > A3 since then the number replacing a would be at = 1/bc = 2.
By (33) the perturbation factor is δR =
√
(3)3(1/6)3 = 0.3536 evaluated at the
upper bound of the interval of the reversal of the ranking. Thus a rank reversal cer-
tainly occurs in the range for the values of δ
0 < δ  0.3536, (36)
between alternatives A1 and A2 for the matrix A3 in (35). With (36), the correspond-
ing 3×3 SR matrix evaluated at the upper bound of this reversal of ranking between
the alternatives A1 and A2 can now be specified as
*
A3 =
 1 1/√2 6√2 1 3
1/6 1/3 1

and its corresponding (normalized) Perron-eigenvector is
*
y
T
0 = [0.4473, 0.4473, 0.1054],
which clearly shows the transition to rank reversal between alternatives A1 and A2.
4.3. Application to vehicle system dynamics
Consider an n-axle railway vehicle running along a straight track. Assume that
the excitation is restricted to random vertical undulations so that the input variables
xi(t), i = 1, . . . , N , are members of a stationary, stochastic Gaussian process with
zero mean that are obtained by field-response data measurements. The development
of a vertical in-plane model of such a stochastic excitation can be found in [10].
There a 4×4 SR matrix called an input spectral density matrix (SDM) has the form
of Gx(ω) = gx(ω)Sx(ω), where
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Sx(ω) =

1 e−i ωv a1 e−i ωv a2 e−i ωv a3
ei
ω
v
a1 1 e−i ωv (a2−a1) ei ωv (a3−a1)
ei
ω
v
a2 ei
ω
v
(a2−a1) 1 e−i ωv (a3−a2)
ei
ω
v
a3 ei
ω
v
(a3−a1) ei ωv (a3−a2) 1
 (37)
and gx(ω) is the spectral density function describing the stochastic excitation of
the track system, ω is the angular frequency, v is a constant translation speed, ah,
h = 1, . . . , n− 1, is the axle-base between the front wheel axle and the second,
third, . . . , nth, respectively. The entries of Sx(ω), i.e., the cross spectral densities
gij (ω), i = 1, . . . , n− 1, j = 2, . . . , n, differ in phase information only.
Similar SDMs are used in practice to describe the dynamic excitation of the road
surface roughness [6] and the railway track unevenness [21] in the frequency domain.
In the applications usually n = 3,4,6, or 8. Observe that Sx(ω) is a transitive (rank
one) Hermitian matrix. Such an SDM as in (37) expresses a perfect linear relation-
ship among all the input excitation signals. In other words, each excitation source is
linearly dependent on the others (the multiple-input system is completely coherent).
Suppose now that there are inhomogeneities along the track (e.g. between the suc-
cessive supports on a bridge, or track irregularities, etc.). Then the balanced motion
of the wheels is locally disturbed due to a sudden vertical displacement of the track
system. Let such a bias be denoted by /a. We may assume that this bias produces
the geometric changes identical in all axle-bases, since each wheel is subject to the
same impact from an external source. Thus the following SR matrix of perturbations
can be constructed:
x(ω) =

1 e−i ωv /a e−i ωv /a e−i ωv /a
ei
ω
v
/a 1 e−i ωv /a e−i ωv /a
ei
ω
v
/a ei
ω
v
/a 1 e−i ωv /a
ei
ω
v
/a ei
ω
v
/a ei
ω
v
/a 1
 . (38)
The effect of this type of perturbation is that the multiple-input excitation of the
vehicle will no longer be linear. As it is well-known in systems dynamics the degree
of the nonlinear undulations caused by any type of perturbation is determined by the
dominant eigenvalue of the SDM on a complex plane. So this issue is of interest for
the designer who determines the dynamic characteristics of the bogie.
Recognize now that the above problem is analogous to that of (19). The transi-
tivity of the matrix Sx(ω) in (37) will be lost due to the introduced perturbation.
Observe that the structure of the complex perturbation matrix x(ω) in (38), is the
same as that of the matrix S given in (19). Form the Hadamard product for the per-
turbed SDM as G′x(ω) = Gx(ω) ◦ x(ω) = Sx(ω) ◦ gx(ω)x(ω) and apply Lemma
1, by writing s for φ in (7) in the form of
s = exp i
{ω
v
/a
}
= exp i
{
1
2
ψ
}
, (39)
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since now ϕ = 0 [cf. Remark 1, case (iii)]. Substituting (39) into (23) we obtain an
explicit form for the eigenvalue λk(G′x(ω)) of the input spectral density matrix as
follows:
λk(G′(ω)) = gx(ω)
1 + sin
(
(n−1)
n
ω
v
/a − kπ
n
)
sin
(
1
n
ω
v
/a + kπ
n
)
 , k = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1.
(40)
Since under the effect of the perturbation (38) Sx(ω) remains Hermitian, the eigen-
values of the matrix G′x(ω) (and of Sx(ω)) are real as it can also be seen from (40).
For n = 4, the dominant eigenvalue of the input spectral density matrix is
λ0(G′x(ω)) = gx(ω)
[
4 cos2
ω
4v
/a
]∼=gx(ω)
[
4 −
(
1
2
ω
v
/a
)2]
. (41)
In the right hand side of expression (41) the term 4 gx(ω) would be the only nonzero
eigenvalue if the multiple-input excitation system were completely coherent. The
second term gives the decay of this nonzero eigenvalue caused by the perturbation
(38). This way, using (41), and by altering the magnitude of the bias /a, [cf. (38)],
the change in the eigenvalue of largest modulus λ0(G′x(ω)) can be analyzed at each
relevant frequency band.
For the perturbed SDM in this vehicle dynamics problem the parameters of the
model (15), m and α, are inversely related. To see this, compare (40) with (23) and
observe that
mα = iω
v
/a. (42)
Expression (42) clearly indicates that now α is a pure imaginary number consisting
of continuous variables (the engineering characteristics which influence the dynamic
vibrations of the vehicle) and m can be any positive integer. It is interesting to note
that with such a choice for mα as is given by (42) the spectra of the matrices for
two entirely different problems (occurring in decision theory and vehicle dynamics,
respectively) are equivalent with each other.
5. Conclusions
In this paper the spectral decomposition of specific SR perturbations of n× n
transitive matrices and that of arbitrary 3×3 SR matrices have been developed. The
introduction of the class of pseudo-circulant matrices and use of the Hadamard prod-
uct of an arbitrary and a transitive matrix have proven useful for finding closed forms
for all eigenvalues and their associated eigenvectors of SR matrices of these kinds.
The use of complex parameter in the pseudo-circulant matrix has made it possible to
accomplish the analyses conveniently for pure real and pure imaginary cases as well.
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Formulation of a multiplicative type SR perturbation in the form of a monotonic
(exponential) function has been examined for a proper adjustment of the priority
ranking of the alternatives. This was found to be a problem of considerable interest
in ratio-scaled data estimation within the framework of the method of AHP. Utiliz-
ing the spectral properties determined for arbitrary 3×3 SR matrices with positive
entries, exact intervals have been developed for all possible occurrences of rank
reversals of alternatives. This seems to be of both theoretical and practical inter-
est. The numerical experiments reported in this paper have also demonstrated the
advantages of our approach for finding the spectra of these SR matrices with positive
or nonzero complex entries. Applications have been shown for different fields of
interest, including multiple-criteria decision making and vehicle dynamics.
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